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LEA UDDER '16 SOW EXCITED FOR HER SENIOR PORTRAIT

Whippleman's Witticisms

Real advice from someone we barely know

"It's okay to rely on others in life—after all, it takes six to kill a bear."

See "Time to show off those milky whites," pg. 24 oz.

Angela Davis to Lecture on Long Overdue Equality
YikYak labels it a riot

Professor Provides Class With Essay Template, Claims "Grading is a Pain"

As if they weren't already going to plagiarize

By Ms. Warren '18

Morally Gray Shortcut Dept.

(ROOT HALL) Professor of Literature Don Hansel changed everything for the liberal arts community this week with one revolutionary Blackboard post. The post, an essay template fill-in-the-blanks MadLibs format, will reportedly dramatically reduce the time Hansel spends grading the many writing assignments students are tasked with each week.

"It's all about accomplishing the College's goals of nourishing a love of learning and effective communication skills," Hansel said. "But what's really groundbreaking about my approach is that it reaches these goals in a way that doesn't cut into the time I spend watching Chopped Junior."

The template begins with the sentence "[Author name]'s use of [literary device] in [book title] problems the societally constructed concept of [any noun] and goes on for three, five, or seven pages.

"It's cute how that one douchebag in my Seventeenth Century Lit class still managed to over-achieve," Hansel said, rolling his eyes. The student in question, Carl Peterson '17, selected the seven-page template for a three-page assignment. "We all get it, you can parse a difficult text and draw comparisons to other works, have fun getting a job with that."

Writing Center tutors are raving about the template's tightly constructed thesis, smooth transition sentences and effective use of evidence. Professors across departments are considering following Hansel's example, and a dialogue about the transition is scheduled to take place in the Events Barn on Feb. 28.

"I was hesitant about this at first," Lucy Garcia '18, a recently declared Literature major, said. "But now that I'm not writing essays literally all the time, I've had time to eat, sleep and talk to my loved ones. What can I say, I like to indulge."

Dorm Mouse Contemplates His Irrelevance

Expresses his turbulent psyche through minimalist art installation

By Ms. Whitmer '18

RESIDENT DEPT. (BABBITT COMMON ROOM COUCH) This week, a dorm mouse living in a Babbitt suite announced the installation of his senior art project. The piece is composed entirely of lint collected from his cushion-based home and arranged in a shape intended to mimic the structure, offering a commentary on the excess of materials we use in our everyday lives.

When approached for details, the mouse explained, "I just thought, 'Why do I need this huge house? I am so small.' I think it's become really com

Dorm mouse contemplates his irrelevance

During the interview, the mouse explained, "I admire Stuart Little, but his blind acceptance of the soul-lessing neo-capitalist muck was rather stupid."

Despite such low attendance, Babbitt's mouse remains optimistic. "I used to think I'd never leave Babbitt. I mean, my entire life is here on this couch. But finishing this project has really made me want to put myself out there. Maybe check out the art scene in some exotic locale like the CoOp."

"I think it's become really com

Campus Safety Fran Manfredo has recently entered the final stages of contract negotiation for the new reality show Going Ham on TLC. Going Ham will follow the zany antics of Hamilton students, all with footage taken from the numerous CCTV security cameras newly installed on campus.

"It'll be like The Office, but with unpaid, unaware 'actors,' which is totally legal," Manfredo said, making aggressive air-quotes with his fingers. "Viewers will love seeing how much food junior Tim Werner can struggle out of McEwen in his cable-knit sweater pockets."

The plan for the show includes new student employment opportunities: students will be paid to look through the many hours of footage from each camera to find the best moments for broadcasting. Some have already started working on a pilot.

"The other day I saw a guy fall off the bridge," said Nelly Nelson '19, who is in charge of compiling footage. "I asked if I should call the EMTs, but Fran said it would be a good developing subplot. I smacked the guy some food that night though. His leg looked pretty messed up. Shouldn't be too long before the squirrels get them. Poor guy."

Manfredo has also requested the installation of cameras inside certain dorm rooms. "I can promise the whole nation will be following the classic 'will they, won't they' relationship between Lisa and Dan. Now, I'm not saying we want to see all the, uh, details. But the viewers deserve to know whether things are getting serious or if she just needed to use his printer."

Some students have raised concerns over the potential threat to privacy. "I don't want to be filmed all the time. It's weird. I want to be filmed after I have time to do my contouring-and-airbrushing makeup routine. And the security cameras definitely don't know my best angles," Jill Walden '17 said.

Despite complaints, Manfredo is confident that the show will be a success. "Trust me," he said. "Any day now, Tim is gonna get yogurt all over his jeans. That's the kind of stuff that wins Emmy's."
I’m so sick of being surrounded by all these girls who fawn over boys, obsess about makeup, and know how to read. Like, where do they get off? Knowing how to interpret alphanumeric symbols and communicate their thoughts in text—it’s probably all celebrity gossip and petty rumors that nobody wants to read about anyway. Though I literally have no idea, because I can’t understand it at all.

You see, I’m different. I’ve always refused to learn how to read. When all the other girls were flipping through Magic Treehouse and Harry Potter, I had my arms crossed and my eyes closed, resolutely maintaining my independence despite my teachers, parents, and psychologists’ insistence that I try to be more like everybody else. How dare they? I’m not falling into that trap. I’m too much of an individual to bow down to oppressive societal pressures of national education standards, dammit.

While all the other girls are out there texting boys, I’m not, because I can’t use a phone. I can’t even tell the difference between numerals and letters! I also don’t waste my time online shopping for makeup and clothes to impress vapid sheeple. I can’t read prices, apply for a credit card, or log into a computer. What even are keyboards, anyway? Some load of cookie-cutter crap, that’s what.

Sometimes, it’s tough being this different. People are always asking me why I don’t respond to their emails. My teachers keep insisting that I “can and will fail class” if I continue to turn in crude drawings scrawled in eyeliner (my mom keeps buying it for me even though I told her a million times that I will never stoop to playing into oppressive, narrowly-defined standards of “beauty” or “sanitation”) instead of essays, and cashiers get really pissy when I can’t distinguish between bills (it’s not my fault that they’re all green and void of individuality, like most people). But I’m sticking to my guns. Sometimes, being different isn’t a bad thing. In this case, I’d say being different is being better than everybody else.

CONSPIRACY THEORY OF THE WEEK: STUDENT WITH SUSPICIOUSLY HOT GIRLFRIEND FROM ANOTHER COUNTRY ACTUALLY SON OF RUSSIAN CRIME BOSS

By Jeb Stewart ‘18

First day of my spring semester, my roommate was randomly replaced by this dude Aleksander. It seemed really odd, but I mean whatever—I barely saw my roommate anyway, he was one of those try-hard pre-med nerds. Anyway, this kid was a real weird dude. He sat in the dorm all day playing video games, drank vodka by the liter and insisted that he’s actually dating a model in Russia. To prove it, he sat me down one night with a bottle of vodka, and showed me pictures of them together. And I believed him—I mean, they looked legit at the time.

But that’s where it all went downhill. The next morning I looked at the pictures again and realized one thing—I’m too hungover to focus on anything at the moment. I head over to the bathroom to get ready, huff a few Xanax juice by a bunch of Aryan lacrosse players, then you’ll love Hamilton’s newest hottie, affectionately nicknamed “This Jungle Juice Tastes Funny” This club has everything you need: that guy from the Buffs who always has a boner and a glowing bag of soft powder labeled “Totes Sugar.”

And the difference between numerals and letters! I also don’t waste my time online shopping for makeup and clothes to impress vapid sheeple. I can’t read prices, apply for a credit card, or log into a computer. What even are keyboards, anyway? Some load of cookie-cutter crap, that’s what.

Sometimes, it’s tough being this different. People are always asking me why I don’t respond to their emails. My teachers keep insisting that I “can and will fail class” if I continue to turn in crude drawings scrawled in eyeliner (my mom keeps buying it for me even though I told her a million times that I will never stoop to playing into oppressive, narrowly-defined standards of “beauty” or “sanitation”) instead of essays, and cashiers get really pissy when I can’t distinguish between bills (it’s not my fault that they’re all green and void of individuality, like most people). But I’m sticking to my guns. Sometimes, being different isn’t a bad thing. In this case, I’d say being different is being better than everybody else.

Friday Five: HOTTEST DANCE CLUBS ON CAMPUS

By Ms. Dickmeyer ’19

It’s almost March here in Clinton, NY, meaning that hundreds of prospective students will be flocking to the Hill looking to see what the cool kids do on the weekends. Here are some tips on some Continental clubs worth showing your ham for.

5. Root Attic. If your idea of a good time is getting hot and heavy with tacos, this is just the place for you. Hamilton College’s fifth hottest club is found on the fourth floor of Root Academic building. Built eight decades before vreko was invented, this club has microscopes above the permitted wattage and a shrine dedicated to Ezra Pound’s ‘The Cantos’.

4. Room 005 in KJ. For the cave dwellers of the Hill, this forsaken salt mine is the perfect location to get down and dirty with any and all things abandoned. Inside, you’ll find answers to a 72 stats exam, a VCR tape of G广电luza vs. Modra VII, and your father’s approval.

3. Anderson basement’s basement. If you’re looking to get offed some yummy-then-you’re-bummm Xanax juice by a bunch of Aryan lacrosse players, then you’ll love Hamilton’s newest hottie, affectionately nicknamed “This Jungle Juice Tastes Funny” This club has everything you need: that guy from the Buffs who always has a boner and a glowing bag of soft powder labeled “Totes Sugar.”

1. The left-handed desk in the front row of Lecture Hall SCCT G027. If you were ever a pre-med student with a sinking feeling you could never be a doctor, this is the club for you. Super exclusive, this club features just enough room for you, your to-do list, and all of your bitter, better tears.

Slightly befuddled over what I had just heard, I went to ResLife to figure out who this Aleksander was and what happened to my old roommate. According to the unenthusiastic intern at the front desk, my old roommate transferred to Colgate, and Aleksander just came back from study abroad in Russia and was just having a hard time adjusting to campus life. Confused over why anyone would transfer to Colgate, I went back to my dorm, and really looked hard at his photos. They were all fake. Aleksander was the son of a mob boss. I went back to my dorm, and really looked hard at his photos. They were all fake. Aleksander was the son of a mob boss. I went back to my dorm, and really looked hard at his photos. They were all fake. Aleksander was the son of a mob boss. I went back to my dorm, and really looked hard at his photos. They were all fake. Aleksander was the son of a mob boss. I went back to my dorm, and really looked hard at his photos. They were all fake. Aleksander was the son of a mob boss.

And that’s when everything clicked. The vodka consumption, the suspiciously hot girlfriend, his strong grasp of the grammar and intricacies of the Russian language. Aleksander was the son of a mob boss. I quickly realized several things—First, that ResLife had been paid off. Second, that Aleksander was on the down-low because the rival families are searching for him. And third, I am the only one outside his grasp of the grammar and intricacies of the Russian language. Aleksander was the son of a mob boss.